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Synthetic diagram for energy settlement

EMS
Energy Metering System

DCS
Data CollectingSystem

Message sent every 5 minutes
- GPS coordinates
- Consumption (kWh)
- EMS ID
- EVN of the tractive unit with EMS
- DCS ID

Settlement
- Validation of data
- Estimation of missing data
- Allocation of consumption to the RU
- Allocation  to provider in energy market

Billing

Data for settlement

Consumption/RU

Energy
Invoice

Fees for energy 
supply to trains

via IM assets 



RU

IM where train is running (Traffic Management dept)
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Synthetic diagram for train composition message

Freight Train Composition Message
- Train ID + Operational train Number
- EVN of each wagon and main characteristics
- Optional : EVN of the locomotive and main characteristics
- Characteristics of the hauled train

Next RU

Passengers Train Composition Message
- Train ID + Operational train Number
- EVN of each vehicle (tractive or hauled) and main characteristics
- OR for trainsets : TrainSetID + TrainSetNumber
- Optional: Characteristics of the complete train (weight, etc.)

MandatoryMandatory if RU/IM agreement
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Energy settlement and train composition are 

linked

EMS
Energy Metering System

Message sent every 5 minutes
- GPS coordinates
- Consumption (kWh)
- EMS ID
- EVN of the tractive unit with EMS
- DCS ID

Settlement
- Validation of data
- Estimation of missing data
-- Allocation of consumption to the RU
- Allocation  to provider in energy market

IM where train is running

(Traffic Management dept)

Freight/Passengers Train Composition Message
- Train ID + Operational train Number
- EVN of the tractive unit with EMS
- Main characteristics of hauled train (weight, etc.)
- Etc.

How could the IM achieve
the estimation 

when EMS/data missing ?

By designing
a 

consumption
model



Regarding the train composition message
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The process via the train composition message 

should be as simple as possible for the RU

The train composition 

message (for freight and 

passengers)

That means that ideally, the RU would send ONE composition message 

and only ONCE to the IM. It is up to the IM to transmit the message to 

the relevant entities (traffic management, energy settlement, etc.)

If relevant with slight change 

requests to be assessed

Fits for the purpose of traffic 

management (initial requirement)

Seems to fit for energy settlement 

(new requirement)



Indicative CRs to fit for energy settlement
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Requirement Current situation Possible CR

EVN of the vehicle

with EMS
(always in locomotive, 

not obvious for trainset)

TAF:
� LocoNumber optional and can 

be different of EVN

TAP:
� Either EVN or RollingStockType

+ TrainsetID

TAF:
� LocoNumber mandatory and 

only EVN

TAP:
� Permit EVN and/or 

RollingStockType + TrainsetID

Total weight

of the train

(or weight of each

vehicle)

TAF:
� TrainWeight mandatory

TAP:
� TrainWeight optional

� Weight of each vehicle 

optional

TAF:
� /

TAP:
� TrainWeight mandatory

Obligation to send

the train 

composition 

message

TAF:
� Mandatory RU/RU

� If requested for RU/IM

TAP:
� If requested

TAF:
� RU/IM mandatory via NS ?

TAP:
� Mandatory via NS ?

Reponsible RU TAF/TAP : existing TAF/TAP : /



Different aspects should be deeper assessed
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� Description of the use case related to energy settlement

� Process and the ease for the RU to collect the data and to send the 

message

� Availability and quality of the data

� Compliance of the current train composition data model with the 

requirements for energy settlement (and the subsequent change 

requests if needed)

� “Legal environment” (enough explicit to share a common 

understanding, and enough lean to allow flexibility and avoid over-

regulation)

� Use of RU’s data inside the IM or between IMs, confidentiality and IPR

� Etc.

Further study is needed
The concern is not the data model, but the process for the RU to 

provide the data and the use of the data
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Questions ?


